
L E A D I N G  D R I N K S  I N N O V A T I O N



W H A T  W E  D O

Gravity Drinks, 
creating brands 
that stand out 
from the crowd 
through design 
and innovation.



Celebrate Christmas with 
our Light-Up, Orange and 
Gingerbread Gin Liqueur.

Featuring an uplighter and 23 carat edible 
gold leaf, this beautiful bottle sold out in 
short order when launched. Switch on the 
light and gently shake the bottle to watch 
gold cascade like snowflakes. Peer inside 
to see the hidden Christmas scene.

Seville oranges upfront, warmth from the 
gingerbread and notes of cinnamon and 
dried cloves on the finish.

Sizes: 70cl 
ABV: 20%
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Celebrating humankind’s 
fascination with the alien, 
Outerspace Vodka delivers 
a product and taste that 
is out of this world.

U.S. corn vodka, distilled five times for an 
ultra-clean taste and then filtered through 
a 4-billion-year-old meteorite. Yes, you 
read that correctly! 

There is nothing else like it out there, join 
the cult and get blasted into Outerspace.

Size: 70cl 
ABV: 40%
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Shimmery, shiny, and 
just the right amount of 
sweet, Cosmic Candy is 
our original pink drink.

In a holographic bottle we add a 
healthy dose of shine to make this 
candy absolutely crushable. For the 
dreamers in all of us. 

Size: 50cl 
ABV: 20%



An award-winning, 
hand-crafted gin 
made using Provencal 
botanicals from France.

The striking bottle design takes its 
inspiration from the copper still we use 
and the name reflects the maceration 
of the botanicals, which last 72 hours.

Winter wheat, juniper, blueberries, 
lemon, lavender, thyme and chamomile.

Sizes: 70cl / 5cl 
ABV: 40%
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Touchdown with our most 
innovative bottle yet, the 
amazing GameTime Vodka.

Proudly made in the U.S. of A. with Iowa 
corn vodka, six times distilled and three 
times filtered for purity. 

Kick-off your pre-game drinks with 
GameTime Vodka.

Size: 70cl 
ABV: 40%
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The talking point at your 
Christmas table, our Sixpence Pud 
is as delicious to drink as it is to 
look at.

Our recipe is rooted in the real thing with cinnamon, 
dried fruit and spices and just a touch of brandy butter. 

A sprig of holly and gift box make it the 
perfect gift for friends and family.

Size: 50cl 
ABV: 20%
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A retro-inspired Sherbet 
Gin Liqueur that’s full of 
fizz and fun.

Produced in the UK, our tangy Sherbet 
Gin liqueurs combine real sherbet with 
premium gin to create that 
retro fizz we love. Shake 
the bottle to awaken 
the sherbet.

Available in three fruity, 
citrus flavours:

+ Orange

+ Raspberry

+ Lemon

Size: 50cl 
ABV: 20%



Grander 8-Year-Old Rum 
is a marriage of a small 
number of barrels and 
bottled at 45 percent ABV.

The rum is aged for a minimum of 8 years 
in ex-bourbon barrels and the colour is all 
natural from the barrel. The taste is rich 
and oaky with notes of nutmeg, dried fruit 
with hints of bourbon and sugar cane. 
Perfect enjoyed neat, or as part of cocktail.

Sizes: 70cl 
ABV: 45%
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Contact Us
Want to talk to us about New Product Development and 
creating a brand for your shelves, please e-mail us at:

info@gravitydrinks.co.uk

For orders and account setup: 

kate@gravitydrinks.co.uk


